+ 2 2 , 2 0 f 1:4, and f is maximum at 0:7 For a 1 TeV threshold for a head-on collision is with a 0:5 eV . Background is isotropic cosmic rays, but can study: , Moon shadow ! detector resolution, earth's B field effects. , Shadowing by the sun ! solar B ? , Solar energetic particles. , Cosmic ray composition.
The Milagro Method
This transparency will be a multi-layer one that shows how: , A total of 8:910 9 events for PMTs at depths of 0.9 m (300Hz, 5:3 10 9 events), 1.5 m (340Hz, 1:1 10 9 events), and 2m (400Hz, 2:5 10 9 events).
Behavior:
, For crab-like (E ,2:5 ) spectrum, peak energy 1 All-sky source search.
Untriggered GRB search.
Some additional source studies in progress. Some additional analyses which are possible will be not be performed because Milagro data is available. , Depends on assumed spectrum, dN dE = AE , for E E C . , R A eff EEdE = observed number of events ! A. , Scalar rate sets a limit on low energy particle flux. , Can exclude 2:8, E C 700GeV . Typical fluence above 1 TeV order of magnitude at BATSE energy. 
Milagro Design and Operation
High altitude and large active area, photon sensitivity.
, Altitude is 2650m (750 g/cm 2 ). , PMTs provide full area coverage. , Photons pair produce or Compton scatter in 1.4m of water above the PMT, giving rise to energetic charged particles.
History:
, Engineering run started July 1999. , Physics run started December 1999.
, Excluding Los Alamos fire, 95% duty cycle. , Data Rate 1. 
